
Wednesday Goes Line Dancing
Count: 32 Wall: 2 Level: Phrased Beginner

Choreographer: Candace Jajo-Burns (USA) - October 2023
Music: bloody mary (lady gaga) (sped up version) - sped up viral

#32 count intro.

Part A: 16c
S1 Vine R, Vine L
1-4 Step RF to R, cross LF behind RF, step RF to R, touch LF next to R
5-8 Step LF to L, cross RF behind LF, step LF to L, touch RF next to L
**Can replace second grapevine with rolling grapevine

S2 Point R, touch, slide R, Point L, touch, slide L
1-2 Point RF to R, touch RF next to LF
3-4 Slide R, touch LF next to RF
5-6 Point LF to L, touch LF next to RF
7-8 Slide L, touch RF next to LF
**For advanced classes, feel free to add a ¼ L as you slide on count 7. (This makes it a 4 wall dance)

Part B: 16c
S1 Walk forward RLRL, touch R toes fwd, heel peddle X 3
1-4 Step RF fwd, step LF fwd, step RF fwd, step LF fwd
(Hands optional: hold arms close to body while swaying hands RLRL)
5-6 Touch R toes fwd, step down on RF while lifting L heel
(Hands: Bend elbows and move hands RL)
7-8 Step down on LF while lifting R heel, step down on RF while lifting L heel
(Hands: Bend elbows and move hand RL)

S2 Back diagonal touch, ¼ turn R, heel peddle, hold, heel peddle x2
1-2 Step LF diagonally back, touch RF next to LF
(Hands optional: Bend L arm vertical & R arm horizontal while snapping fingers on 2)
3-4 Step RF ¼ turn R, touch LF next to RF
(Hands optional: Bend R arm vertical & L arm horizontal while snapping fingers on 4)
5-6 Step down on LF while you lift your R heel, hold
(Hands: do the monkey [R arm up, L arm down, hold for count 6])
7-8 Step down on RF while you lift your L heel, step down on your LF while you lift your R heel
(Hands: do the monkey [L arm up & R arm down, L arm down & R arm up)

Pattern: AA, BB, AAAAA, BB, AAAAA, BB, AAAAA

**This dance is based on the viral tiktok dance. I added steps and modified some steps to make it a line
dance.

YouTube: PHX Dance with Candace
Facebook: PHX Dance
Instagram: @phxlivedance

https://www.copperknob.co.uk/stepsheets/175529/wednesday-goes-line-dancing

